Teaching with Primary Sources Across Tennessee

**WEBCAST IMAGE INDEX:**

**TEACHING WITH POLITICAL CARTOONS FROM THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS**

**Liberty.** "Liberty brings to the earth justice and peace" [1863 or 1864]

**Join or Die [1754]**

**The able doctor, or, America swallowing the bitter draught [1774]**

**Old Jack, the famous New Orleans mouser, clearing Uncle Sam's barn of bank and Clay rats; ... [1832]**
This is the house that Jack built [1840]

Secession exploded [1861]

Storming the castle. "Old Abe" on guard. [1860]

A family quarrel / Brady, New York. [between 1861 and 1870]

Finding the last ditch--Running the "head" of Secession "into the ground." - everybody ... [c. 1865]
Freedom's immortal triumph! Finale of the Jeff Davis Die-nasty."
Last scene of all, that ends this strange eventful history [1865]

Election Day! [c. 1909]

Looking backward / Laura E. Foster. [c. 1912]

[The sky is now her limit] / Bushnell. [1920]
CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL CARTOONS FEATURED IN WEBCAST:

Herblock’s Gift: Selections from the Herb Block Foundation Collection (Library of Congress online exhibition)
- "I'm eight. I was born on the day of the Supreme Court decision" / Herblock, [1962]
- Continuation of a march / Herblock, [1965]
- "It's the speak-loudly-and-poke-'em-with-a-big-stick policy" [2001]
And don’t miss an additional Herblock online exhibition: Herblock’s History: Political Cartoons from the Crash to the Millennium

Humor’s Edge: Cartoons by Ann Telnaes (Library of Congress online exhibition)
- "And What's A Nice Little Girl Like You Going To Be . . . ," [1999]
  Jpg: http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/telnaes/images/62-04628r.jpg
- I want your civil liberties [2001]
  Jpg: http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/telnaes/images/27-04718r.jpg

OTHER HELPFUL LINKS FEATURED IN WEBCAST:

Teacher’s Guide: Analyzing Political Cartoons—printable PDF to pair with blank student analysis worksheet (available here)

Teaching with Primary Sources Across Tennessee—user-friendly site with newsletters, primary source sets, lesson plans, tools, links, and more


Library of Congress Teachers Page—resources for K-12 teachers, including analysis worksheets, primary source sets, topic-centered activities, professional development modules, and more

Themed Resources from the Teachers Page: Political Cartoons—lesson plans, exhibitions and presentations, collection connections, and search terms for using cartoons in the classroom

It’s No Laughing Matter: Analyzing Political Cartoons—interactive activity appropriate for grades 5-12 with additional teacher resources for teaching with cartoons